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Hot Metal® laminate transforms with ease.

Reception desk

Transformed with Hot Metal colour Zest pattern Random

During these conservative economic times, designers need to know how to be flexible and implement
creative ideas with innovative products that deliver high quality, give maximum effect and value for
money. Today, clients want cost effective, unique and inspiring spaces that work and last.
Hot Metal laminate matches this criterion. It is used by designers because it is an innovative product that
performs strongly. And with Hot Metal, there is no need to spend extravagantly to achieve a look that is
truly unique and extraordinary.
In this recent project an existing reception desk was transformed simply and cost effectively with the
application of Hot Metal. The desk’s stunning new look also acts as a striking feature which enhances the
reception area and the Company’s image. The designer’s reason for using Hot Metal laminate in this
project was because it could achieve an impressive, up-to-date look easily without the extra cost and
inconvenience associated with a complete new fit-out. Also, Hot Metal is a proven, versatile laminate that
can be specified with confidence to deliver maximum effect with a minimum of effort.
Hot Metal laminate is recommended for vertical and decorative horizontal surfaces. Apart from its use in
sheet format, it can be cleverly applied to various interior design features and details. Some diverse
applications and details which can transform a space are; signage, display boards, way finding, decorative
ceiling panels, feature columns, splashbacks, door push plates, kick plates and skirtings, hanging artworks
and decorations.

Hot Metal® …………..the coolest trend in laminate.
®
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Hot Metal is Australian designed and manufactured, using handcrafted techniques. Hot Metal is Patent protected.
For further information contact:
Stew Pty Ltd - Hot Metal®
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For information on metal art works visit: www.stewartrienecker.com
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